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Secondary operation of “scarless” (in neck) endoscopic thyroid surgery: initial experiences of single center
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Abstract: This study aims to explore safety and feasibility of secondary “scarless” (in neck) endoscopic thyroid (SET) surgery. Six patients performed secondary operations of SET from January of the year 2012 to January of 2015. The anterior breast approach using sternocleidomastoid side pathway or central isthmus pathway was selected for operation. Clinical data of secondary operation patients of SET were collected and the initial experiences in surgery were concluded retrospectively. The results indicated that all secondary operation patients were performed in SET surgery and none of the surgeries were converted to open thyroid surgery. Postoperative complications were observed. Total remnant thyroidectomy and central neck lymph node dissection was performed in a patient with relapse of bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma. Total remnant thyroidectomy and suffering side thyroidectomy were performed in two patients with postoperative recurrent multinodular goiter. The total remnant thyroidectomy + central VI and selective ipsilateral compartments II, III, IV deep cervical lymph node dissection (LND) was performed in one patient with postoperative partial endoscopic thyroidectomy who had been diagnosed thyroid papillary carcinoma. The remnant thyroidectomy was performed in two patients with postoperative recurrent thyroid cystadenoma 2-years later and one patient with postoperative neck subcutaneous planting lesions. In conclusion, secondary operation of SET still can be performed safely in patients with a cosmetic demand by taken protective measures during operation. Its still have its feasibility of secondary operation of SET for minority patients with esthetic demands. Its limitation due to risk could be follow-up investigation by randomized clinical trials for confirmation.
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Introduction
The first endoscopic neck surgery was reported in 1996 by Gagner [1] for the treatment of primary hyperparathyroidism, and in 1997 Hüscher performed a video-assisted thyroid lobectomy [2]. Since then, the evolutionary development of endoscopic thyroid surgical technologies has rapidly progressed because of its advantages in providing a cosmetic scarless appearance and minimal invasive trauma, and endoscopic thyroid surgery has been accepted by patients with esthetic demands. Since the first endoscopic thyroid operation was performed one decade ago in China, the endoscopic thyroid surgical technologies and surgical instrument innovations have been applied in clinical practice [3, 4]. The indications of endoscopic thyroid surgery have been expanded persistently by skilled thyroid specialists, and many concepts in thyroid endoscopy surgery have been updated continuously. Neck thyroid surgery and second operation of bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma were once regarded as contradictory in the scarless endoscopic thyroid surgery [5], and are still considered as restricted zones by many experts in thyroid surgery despite the fact that patients have esthetic expectations. However, the efforts have not stopped. Since the beginning of this century, more than three thousand SET surgical operations have been performed in our thyroid specialty center. The thyroid diseases spectrum treated with SET range from benign tumor and functional thyroid disorder to advanced thyroid carcinoma [6, 7]. From January of 2012, secondary operation of SET has been performed successfully in six patients based on a large scale SET experience. The secondary operation of SET is limited by its rel-
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Informed consent was obtained from all of our patients. Six patients underwent secondary operation of SET between January of 2012 and January of 2015 in the surgical ward of our free affiliated hospital. The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and was also approved by the hospital’s ethical committee. The median age of the patients (1 male and 5 female) was 37.3 years (range: 28-46 years). The median interval time from the first time of thyroid operation to the secondary operation of SET was 3.48 years (range: 1 month-8 years). Preoperative evaluations were performed before the secondary operation. The first operation was obtained, and we checked the record of recurrent laryngeal nerve exploration. Preoperative bilateral vocal cord movement status was inspected using electronic laryngoscope. The remnant thyroid gland location and deep cervical lymph nodes were defined by thyroid ultrasonography or computerized tomography scan. The thyroid and parathyroid function and calcium concentration were determined before the operation. Fine-needle aspiration was performed in six patients. A relapse in bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma was diagnosed at the 3-year follow up. One patient with multiple lesions of thyroid microcarcinoma was diagnosed one week after the first SET. Two patients with recurrent simple multinodular goiter and two patients with postoperative recurrent thyroid cystadenoma 2-years later underwent surgery, as did one patient with postoperative neck subcutaneous planting lesion. One patient with thyroid papillary carcinoma underwent endoscopic partial thyroidectomy after the diagnosis.

The study eligibility criteria were selected as follows: (a) Patients agreement to minimally invasive endoscopic thyroid resection. (b) Normal heart and lung functions, normal tolerance to anesthesia, and normal coagulation. (c) Mass in the thyroid with a diameter of equal or less than 5 cm. (d) Acceptance of the risk hazard of secondary operation of scarless endoscopic thyroid surgery. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (a) Maximum diameter of mass >5.0 cm. (b) Serious cardiac and pulmonary disease or dysfunction that would put the patient at risk during the endoscopy operation; (c) Unwillingness to undergo minimally invasive endoscopic surgery.

Surgical procedures

Tracheal intubation with electrode-enhanced catheter was performed under intravenous and inhalational anesthesia. Intraoperative neuro-monitoring (Medtronics, USA) was used for peri-operative real time detection of recurrent laryngeal nerve [8]. All procedures were performed by one surgical team. The original trocar scar of the first endoscopic surgery was removed. The majority of the steps have been reported in a previous article [6]. A skin incision 1.5 cm in length was made bilaterally at the circumareolar line. Subcutaneous dissection was performed bilaterally from the incision to the thyroid cartilage and the sternocleidomastoid muscle. We used an electrical coagulation hook and harmonic scalpel to separate the tough connective tissue adhesion (Figure 1) induced at the original thyroid surgery. The adhesion of the suture in the linea Alba cervicalis and the fibrous stripes adhesion between the thyroid
gland and the anterior jugular muscles were separated as well.

Central isthmus pathway

If the isthmus of thyroid had been preserved well during the original operation, we chose the central isthmus pathway to divide the thyroid gland in front of the trachea. The middle of the trachea was determined as an anatomical landmark that separates the fibrous adhesion induced in first operation and reveals the lesion of the remnant thyroid gland. The recurrent laryngeal nerve was explored at the tracheoesophageal groove from the inferior pole of the remnant thyroid [9]. Real time intraoperative neuromonitoring was used for detection of the recurrent laryngeal nerve with 3.0 mA stimulating current. The nerve distribution and activity was clarified based on the electromyographic waveform signal, and the lesions and remnant thyroid were resected to prevent from the recurrent laryngeal nerve injury. We identified the superior parathyroid in the thyroid peduncle and preserved its blood supply from the posterior ramus of the superior thyroid arterial (Figure 2).

Sternocleidomastoid side pathway

If the adhesion tissue in the central isthmus pathway is tough and difficult to separate or the thyroid isthmus had been resected during the first operation, we used the harmonic scalpel to expand the neck subcutaneous operating space in the lateral direction. The sternocleidomastoid side area between the sternocleidomastoid and the belt-shaped anterior cervical muscle were separated. We followed this sternocleidomastoid side pathway and revealed the lesions the remnant thyroid. With the help of intraoperative neuromonitoring and staying away from the distribution of the recurrent laryngeal nerve, SET was performed and the lesion in the remnant thyroid was resected.

If the lesion in the remnant thyroid gland was diagnosed by preoperative fine-needle aspiration or perioperative pathological frozen section, the lymph nodes in the central neck area around the anterior tracheal zone should be dissected. The selective deep cervical lymph nodes of the ipsilateral compartments II, III, and IV were performed when metastasis to the deep cervical lymph was suspected after the surgical exploration (Figure 3). The resected thyroid specimen was stored in a plastic bag and taken out through the 1.2 cm incision of the breast-chest approach. The resected remnant thyroid tissue was evaluated and the parathyroid was identified by pathological frozen section diagnosis. Isolated parathyroid was segmented and transplanted into the sternocleidomastoid. Drains were placed inside the wound and came out from one side circumareolar.

Results

Secondary operations of SET

All patients underwent SET successfully, and none of the procedures had to be converted to
open thyroid operation. The total remnant thyroidectomy and central neck lymph node dissection was performed in a patient with relapse of bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma. Total remnant thyroidectomy and thyroidectomy of the affected side was performed in two patients with postoperative recurrent multinodular goiters. The total remnant thyroidectomy+central VI and selective ipsilateral compartments II, III, and IV deep cervical lymph node dissection was performed in patients who had undergone postoperative partial endoscopic thyroidectomy and were diagnosed with thyroid papillary carcinoma. The remnant thyroidectomy was performed in patients with postoperative recurrent thyroid cystadenoma 2 years later, and in one patient with postoperative neck subcutaneous planting lesion.

Postoperative characters and complications in secondary operation of SET surgery

Mean operative time of scarless endoscopic thyroidectomy was 130 min (range: 40-220 min). Average total postoperative bleeding volume was 105 ml and none of the patients required re-operation for bleeding. Average postoperative hospitalization time was 3.2 days. None of the patients developed postoperative permanent hypocalcemia and acid-base imbalance. Transient hypocalcemia caused by hypoparathyroidism resulted in hand and foot numbness in three patients. Two patients had postoperative transient unilateral recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy. Postoperative electronic laryngoscopy showed normal bilateral vocal cord movement after one month. The number of dissected central neck lymph nodes in bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma was five without any evidence of metastasis. Twelve lymph nodes were resected in the thyroid papillary carcinoma patient and two lymph nodes were positive for metastasis after selective dissection of deep cervical ipsilateral lymph node compartments II-IV. The postoperative follow-up by ultrasonography and emission computerized tomography examination indicated that there was no residual or regional recurrence on the diseased side. Two patients with thyroid carcinoma required oral levothyroxine sodium tablets postoperatively for endocrine therapy. In addition, levothyroxine sodium tablets for replacement therapy in the four benign thyroid disease patients regulated in gradient according to the thyroid functional parameters.

Discussion

The firstly endoscopic neck surgery for treatment of primary hyperparathyroidism was reported by Gagner in 1996 [1] and Hüscher et al. [2] in 1997, who used a video-assisted thyroid lobectomy. Since then, the evolutionary development of endoscopic thyroid surgical technologies has rapidly progressed due to its advantages in cosmetic scarless appearance and minimal invasive trauma [4], and endoscopic thyroid surgery has been accepted by the patients with esthetic demand as well. The first endoscopic thyroid operation was performed one decade ago in China and since then the endoscopic thyroid surgical technologies and surgical instrument innovations have been applied in clinical practice. The indications of endoscopic thyroid have been expanded persistently by skilled thyroid specialist, and many concepts in thyroid endoscopy surgery have been continuously updated. The neck thyroid surgery history and second operation of bilateral thyroid papillary microcarcinoma was once regarded as a contraindication in SET surgery [5]. The difficulties and postoperative complications in secondary operation using completely endoscopic thyroidectomy will be increased due to anatomical destruction and tough adhesion of connective tissue induced by the first thyroid operation. Therefore, it was considered as a restricted zone and despite those secondary operation patients still have esthetic expectation. Due to contributions and efforts of specialist and researcher in thyroid surgery, the development of endoscopic thyroid surgical technology and innovation in instrument have rapidly progressed in the last years [3, 4, 6]. With the help of these progress and experiences enrichment in endoscopic surgery, the further attempt in secondary operation of SET becomes impossible.

Preoperative evaluation of the original thyroid operation is an essential step in grasping information of remnant thyroid tissue and recurrent laryngeal nerve exploration record. The parathyroid hormone level is required for determination. In addition, the anatomical structure of adjoining organs was determined by enhanced computerized tomography to choose the most
appropriate surgical approach and extent of thyroidectomy. The safety and benefits-risk hazard should be emphasized in communication with patients and their relatives in valid document.

The main difficulty during the secondary operation of SET is the tough scar adhesion induced by the original operation, which makes it challenging to separate the tissue and establish a surgical field in the cervicothoracic region. Therefore, many scholars advocate that the interval time of secondary operation is appropriate within one week or three months of the first operation [10]. The mentioned timing is beneficial for the anatomical separation and for reducing the injury to the operative site. The two pathways in SET surgery were selected by our practical experience with establishing the endoscopic operation space. The central isthmus pathway was selected in patients in whom the isthmus had been preserved during the original operation. The middle of the trachea can be viewed as the anatomical landmark when the isthmus is divided [4]. In addition, further separation of the two sides reveals the lesion of the remnant thyroid gland. The sternocleidomastoid side pathway was chosen when the central thyroid isthmus gland had been resected during the first operation and the adhesion was tough to dissect. The subcutaneous operative site of the neck can be expanded in the lateral direction using a harmonic scalpel. The sternocleidomastoid side area between the sternocleidomastoid and the anterior cervical belt-shaped muscle were separated because this area is rarely separated during the original operation and therefore lacks adhesions. Following this sternocleidomastoid side pathway, the lesions can be revealed in the remnant thyroid. From our experience, relapsed tumor in the thyroid is usually located in the lateral border or the terminal point of the thyroid. The sternocleidomastoid side pathway is easily separated. The procedure in this pathway can maintain a distance to the tough adhesion of the thyroid isthmus and avoid the division of the anterior jugular muscles. The operative area is enlarged and appropriate for remnant thyroid resection and recurrent laryngeal nerve exploration from the sternocleidomastoid side direction under endoscopy (Figure 4). In addition, further deep cervical lymph nodes can be dissected conveniently through this pathway in patients with thyroid malignancies.

Injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve is a serious postoperative complication and the incidence of nerve injury in secondary operation of the thyroid is increased based on a retrospective study [11]. Protection of the recurrent laryngeal nerve is keypoints in secondary operation of SET surgery [12]. Based on our experience of SET surgery, intraoperative neuromonitoring provides help with exploring the distribution of the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Due to the anatomical destruction and adhesion during the first operation, the recurrent laryngeal nerve is difficult to explore during the secondary operation. Recurrent laryngeal nerve distribution and activity can be clarified according to the electromyographic waveform signal with stimulating current [13]. The lesions in the remnant thyroid could be resected if they cling to the gland tissue to maintain an adequate distance from the recurrent laryngeal nerve. In our practice of secondary operation of SET, no recurrent laryngeal nerve injuries occurred due to the selection of mentioned surgical approach pathways and real-time intraoperative neuromonitoring.

Hypoparathyroidism is another serious postoperative complication in thyroid surgery [14]. Parathyroid dysfunction will be aggravated by the secondary thyroid surgery. Preservation of the parathyroid is necessary in reducing postoperative permanent hypoparathyroidism in secondary operation of SET surgery. In situ
preservation of the parathyroid gland and its blood supply is an effective way to prevent postoperative permanent hypothyroidism and hypocalcemia during secondary SET surgery [15]. The bilateral superior parathyroid gland location is relative regular and located near the vessels of the superior thyroid peduncle. Therefore, in our secondary operation of SET surgery practice, the identification of the superior parathyroid in the thyroid peduncle and preservation of its blood supply from the posterior ramus of the superior hyoid artery is an essential step in preserving parathyroid function. The inferior thyroid artery is responsible for eighty percent of the blood supply of the parathyroid gland, and the maximum degrees of preservation of the inferior parathyroid is necessary by avoiding the ligation of the main branch of the inferior thyroid arterial and ligation of the grade three branch attached to the gland tissue [16]. Finally, the postoperative identification of the parathyroid in the resected specimen and pathological diagnosis by perioperative frozen section for autologous parathyroid transplantation into the sternocleidomastoid is another treatment for reducing postoperative permanent hypothyroidism after secondary SET surgery [17].

Cervical lymphadenectomy is a vital component of surgery in thyroid malignancies. The viewpoint of routine central region lymph node dissection is accepted for the treatment of thyroid papillary microcarcinoma in SET surgery [6, 18]. Preventive deep cervical lymph node resection has not been advocated in lymph node negative (cN0) thyroid carcinoma patients, but it can be considered for palpable lymph node positive (cN1) patients with functional neck lymph node dissection. Caron et al proposed selective deep cervical lymph node dissection for cN1 thyroid carcinoma patients besides the II and IV compartments [19, 20]. The NCCN guidelines of thyroid carcinoma in the 2013 edition indicate that the compartments II and V deep cervical lymph nodes should be resected if there is evidence of lymph node metastasis or invasiveness of tumor based on clinical presentation or the metastasis to the deep cervical lymph nodes of compartment III [21]. The conventional procedures of modified radical neck dissection (MRND) and selective neck lymph node dissection (SLND) resulted in a long L-shaped scar after conventional surgery [22]. Scarless endoscopic selective deep cervical lymph node resection for the treatment of T1 low risk thyroid carcinoma patients result in good cosmetic appearance based on follow-up investigation [6, 23]. The scarless endoscopic selective deep cervical ipsilateral compartments II, III, IV lymph node resection was successfully performed in our reported secondary operation of SET; however, the long-term efficacy may need follow-up investigation.

The successful practice in our six secondary operations of SET surgery shows that the selection of an appropriate surgical approach pathway and the recurrent laryngeal nerve detection through intraoperative neuromonitoring are beneficial for the operative success. Secondary operation of SET surgery still can be performed safely and is feasible in patients with a strong cosmetic demand. Secondary operation of SET surgery can be performed by the team with skillful SET surgical technique and strict inclusive criteria. Recently, three-dimensional endoscopic technology has been used to restore the stereoscopic structure of the operative field and may have the advantage of recurrent laryngeal nerve exploration and parathyroid preservation [7]. Endoscopic thyroidectomy through the oral vestibular approach (ETOVA) has been reported lately by Wang et al to be safe, efficacious and with good cosmetic results [24]. It may also be selected in the secondary operation of SET surgery.

Our experience with the secondary operation of SET surgery in six patients based on more than three thousand SET experiences showed that the surgical risk was little higher than during the first time, but the postoperative complications can be alleviated by taking protective measures, and we also stressing the importance of preoperative accurate diagnosis of thyroid nodules through ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration in the first time operation [25]. Improving the perioperative frozen section diagnosis quality and accuracy is another way to reduce the secondary operation rate of SET surgery. Our preliminary report in secondary operation of SET surgery is our initial experience in attempting treatment of thyroid diseases. It still have its feasibility of the secondary operation of SET for the minority patients with esthetic demands. Its limitation due to risk
could be follow-up investigation by randomized clinical trials for confirmation.
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